opened its doors last month. It represents a proud and dynamic reversal of years of cultural neglect of the story of science fiction -of its history, aesthetic philosophy and symbiotic relationship with science.
The exhibits are organized into five thematic galleries: Homeworld, Them!, Fantastic Voyages, Brave New Worlds and the Science Fiction Hall of Fame. Each gallery reflects a tributary that feeds into the main river of science fiction: these are, respectively, history, aliens and robots, getting from here to there in unusual ways, the changes that will occur in society, and the literary and artistic personalities that created these visions.
Much of the collection is provided by Allen himself, but many display items have been loaned by studios, film-makers, writers and fans. Among my favourites are Poul Anderson's idea notebook, the original manuscript of E. E. Smith's The Skylark of Space (the first major novel of interstellar adventure), and many pieces of original art by Chesley Bonestell, including his classic covers from Collier's magazine and the lovely Saturn As Seen From Titan. Film buffs will meet the original E.T., on loan from Steven Spielberg and Universal Pictures, and the Alien Queen from James Cameron's Alien -all terrifying six metres of her.
Among the centrepiece exhibits are Captain Kirk's command chair from the original Star Trek, a line-up of famous film robots, as well as interactive wall displays showing cities of the future and a wide variety of speculative spacecraft. The Hall of Fame, a curved wall of polycarbonate bricks engraved with glowing portraits, enshrines many of the finest names in science fiction.
One of the most pointed demonstrations of science fiction's impact on technology is the choice of Donna Shirley as the museum's director. Shirley was inspired by Robert Heinlein, Bradbury and Clarke to venture into a career in aerospace engineering, and led the team that built the Mars Sojourner microrover, which landed on Mars in 1997. She has loaned a half-scale copy of the rover and a chunk of martian meteorite to the museum.
Science fiction is a product of the poetic, dreaming mind of the sciences. Its considerable influence in books, films and television is ample proof of the need for a well-funded and disciplined study of the field, open to the general public. Making an entrance: Seattle's latest tourist attraction invites you to experience the best in science fiction.
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